
From 

Public Information Officer (H.Q.) and Chief Engineer (General) 

Corporation of Chennai 

Ripon Buildings 

Chennai 600003 

  

S.W.M.C.No. 
A7/3042/2007                                                                                                                                  
    Date: 23.11.2007 

  

Sub: Corporation of Chennai - Solid Waste Management - Application Thiru 
G.Ananthakrishnan...seeking certain information regarding Municipal Solid Waste Management 
(Management and Handling) Rules 2000 under Right to Information Act - regarding 

  

Ref: Application of thiru G.Ananthakrishnan dated August 29, 2007 

  

Thiru G.Ananthakrishnan...seeking certain information regarding Municipal Solid Waste (Management 
and Handling) Rules 2000 under Right to Information Act. 

  

The information sought by him and reply are furnished hereunder 

  

 Q: The Government of India has introduced the Municipal Solid Waste (Management and Handling) 
Rules 2000. Has the Chennai Corporation completely and fully implemented the provisions of the Rules 
with effect from January 1, 2004? Is the Chennai Corporation fully comply(ing) with the provisions of 
the MSW Rules 2000 at present? If not, what is the date when the Corporation will fully comply with the 
provisions of the above Rules? 

  

A : The Corporation of Chennai has not completely and fully implemented the provisions of 
the MSW Rules. The Corporation of Chennai has not fully complied the MSW Rules 2000 at 
present. The date by which the provisions of the above Rules would be complied will not be 
said at this stage as it depend various due procedures, tenders, financial and legal aspects. 

  

Q: Please provide a copy of the annual report, in the prescribed format, filed by the Chennai 
Corporation with the Tamil Nadu Pollution Control Board or Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) on its 
implementation of the MSW Rules 2000 for the year 2004-05, 2005-06, 2006-07. 

  



A: The Corporation of Chennai has not submitted the Annual Reports to the Pollution Control 
Boards (TNPCB/CPCB). 

  

Q: The Government of India is trying to promote the use of energy saving Compact Fluorescent Lamp 
(CFL) bulbs to reduce consumption of electricity and thereby mitigate carbon emissions from power 
generating stations. These bulbs, like normal tubelights, contain mercury and are used in large numbers 
in homes, offices and shops. What efforts have been made to segregate, transport and dispose of waste 
CFL bulbs and regular fluorescent tubelights starting at the source level (street level) to avoid 
contamination of other municipal solid waste by mercury? 

  

A: The bulbs mentioned are hazardous wastes and not MSW and not within the purview of 
the Corporation of Chennai. These aspect is controlled by the Pollution Control Board by 
monitoring Industrial and Hazardous Waste (Management and Handling) Rules. 

  

Q: According to media reports, the Chennai Corporation has concluded an agreement with a private 
contractor to handle municipal solid waste in select zones in Chennai. Please provide copy of clauses in 
the agreement / contract concluded by Chennai Corporation with M/s Fanalca SA and its Indian 
partners, Neel Metal, or any other private contractors for handling Chennai Municipal Waste which show 
that they comply with MSW (M and H) Rules 2000. 

  

A: Copy of the Agreement entered with M/S Neel Metal Fanalca is enclosed herewith in CD 
back-up. 

  

Q: Does a clause for segregation of municipal waste at source exist in the above contracts? If not, 
please provide reasons for not including it. 

  

A: The contractor has to perform the rules in accordance with the provisions of the MSW 
Rules. 

  

Q: If organic, recyclable and inert wastes are allowed to mix before and/or during transport, what steps 
have been taken by the Corporation to separate them? If it is not being done at present, how, where 
and from which dates does the Corporation propose to segregate them? 

  

A: At present, there is no separate system to segregate the mixed waste delivered or 
deposited by the generators. However, some waste pickers, an informal sector, collect the 
recyclable and saleable waste from mixed waste at various stages like storage facilities, 
transfer stations and dumping ground. The Corporation of Chennai has at present no plan to 
segregate the mixed waste. However, Corporation of Chennai is making efforts to create 
awareness among people to segregate and deliver separately the recyclable wastes which 
the waste collectors take them for selling to venders of recyclable wastes. 



  

Q: Chennai Corporation is also going to acquire, according to media reports, several compactors for its 
own use in Chennai to transport garbage. How many compactors are to be acquired and at what cost? 

  

A: Corporation of Chennai purchased one compactor equipment at the cost of Rs.22.00 lakhs. 
It is also proposed to purchase 79 compactors and its cost will be known only on receipt of 
tenders. 

  

Q: Will these compactors work under Chennai Corporation management? What will they transport, 
mixed waste or only waste meant for land-filling AFTER removal of compostable and recyclable waste as 
stipulated in the segregation requirement under MSW (M and H) Rules 2000? 

  

A: The compactors will work under the management of the Corporation of Chennai. 
Presently, the compactor will transport the wste disposed by the people as it is and landfilled 
which is subjected to volume reduction by ragpickers who are collecting the waste at various 
stages. 

  

Q: Please provide address of sites where Chennai Corporation has developed scientific landfills as 
provided in the MSW Rules 2000 and the area and technical specifications thereof. If none are available, 
please give reasons. 

  

A: The Corporation of Chennai has not developed Scientific Landfills so far. Due to 
administrative reasons, the plans for construction of Sanitary Landfill could not be 
implemented. However, now proposals are getting shape for the construction of Sanitary 
Landfill. 

  

Q: What steps have been taken by Chennai Corporation to prevent incineration of garbage in Perungudi 
where mixed waste is found dumped by the Corporation contractors CES Onyx so far and presumably, 
Neel Metal Fanalca in the future? 

  

A: Corporation of Chennai has no incineration facility at the Perungudi Dumping Ground. The 
Corporation of Chennai settled a contract for providing security arrangement to prevent the 
burning of garbage by anti-social elements. 

  

Q: From the date of award of contracts to M/S CES Onyx, please provide on the Annual Basis, the 
volume of waste handled by the company every year and the amount paid by the Chennai Corporation 
towards clearance of mixed waste and inert wastes such as debris and soil annually. 

  



A: The statement showing the quantum of garbage (MSW) and the amount paid to CEs Onyx 
is enclosed. The MSW includes mixed waste, inert, such as debris, soil etc 

  

Q: Does the Chennai Corporation use biocultures to stabilise the biodegradable waste at the zonal level 
or at the dumping yard? Please provide the reasons for not doing so. 

  

A: The Corporation of Chennai is not using biocultures. 

  

signed 

Public Information Officer (HQ) and Chief Engineer (General) 

  


